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BOAT RAMP

BP SURVEY 2014

The new improved Black Point boat

Thank you very much for all those who have returned the BPPA 2014 Survey.

ramp is now fully operational and it is
anticipated an official opening will be
held in late July.
Andrew Cameron (Council CEO) has
advised that the boat ramp ticket
machine is installed and operational,
but will not be enforced until 1 July.

This a great way for you to have your say on matters important to you and what
you would like to see or not to see at Black Point, our paradise.
If you have not returned the survey, we are giving you one last chance – up to the
end of this week, Friday the 6th of June. So please give us your constructive
thoughts – and yes you can remain anonymous. Save time, do it online!
A survey report will be included in the Winter Newsletter.

MAXINE HAWKE PARK WORKING BEE

DEPOSIT DRINK CONTAINER
RECYCLE BIN

Sunday 8th of June. Starting at 9am until noon.

The BPPA is trialling a deposit drink container

At this time of year we always hold a working bee associated with the

recycle bin with the help of Black Pointer, Bob

Maxine Hawke Park which either centres around planting or

Walkley.

maintenance.

Currently a blue rubbish bin has been placed

This is a great day which does not need to be at all strenuous but does

adjacent to the BP Caravan Park that accepts

give Black Pointers an opportunity to meet others and feel attached to

drink containers that attract a cash return
deposit. Bob has kindly donated his services to
manage this facility, with all money going to
the BPPA. Pleasingly, the bin was fully utilised

our Community.
We have identified some bridal creeper and seedlings of Acacia Cyclops
& boxthorns that are all declared weeds, which we can attend to and

over the recent Easter break but

there are some broken tree limbs that can be trimmed.

disappointingly general rubbish also was

Additionally, the removal of some of the tree guards from the last

included, both inside and outside the bin.

seedling planting would be beneficial. So, we have a variety of tasks that

The trial will continue and possibly expand,

cater for people with different capabilities.

depending on how this service is treated.

Then, a free barbecue/drinks at shack 46. Sounds like a pleasant day to

So please, no rubbish, including wine bottles,
either in or outside the bin PLEASE.

me!
Meet at the Fire Trailer shed (Down the trail opposite shack 132).
Bring; Gloves, spade or grubber & Community attitude!

COMMITTEE

Cheers, hope you enjoy your time at Black Point.
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